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complete directed graph G=(V,A) and n=|V| facilities 
to be assigned to its nodes

decision var.s: xiu =1 iff 
facility u is assigned 

to node i

distance from node i to node j is bij 

required flow from facility u to facility v is auv



QAP properties
generalizes many optimization problems  
(e.g., TSP, max-cut, ....)

very hard problem in practice

often unsolvable even for n=30...

challenging problem: a large community works on 
QAP

QAPLIB: http://www.seas.upenn.edu/qaplib/



Goal

We consider a specific class of QAP instances, 
called esc instances

Some of these instances (esc32h and esc128)
still unsolved after more than 15 years!

Our strategies aimed at solving these specific 
instances ... 

...though their validity is absolutely general.



ESC instances
QAPlib, Dec 2010

Jan 2011:
- Axel Nyberg & Tapio Westerlund at Abo Akademi University in Finland (www.abo.fi/ose) announce that they 
have a discrete QAP reformulation that results in an MILP problem. So far, they have solved the QAPLIB 
instances esc32a, esc32c, esc32d, esc64a to optimality as well as the previously solved tai64c. esc32c took, with 
the current version of the model, 9 hours to solve on a single PC running windows 7 when solving the model with 
gurobi 3.0 (default settings). esc32d took about 35 hours



Step1: don’t break my symmetries
Many QAP instances are highly symmetrical 
(certain facility/node permutations do not affect 
solution cost nor feasibility) 

Symmetry is typically viewed as a useful feature 
in mathematics, but…
… it tricks enumeration (equivalent sol.s visited 
again and again)
Usual recipe in discrete optimization:  break it!

Instead, we propose a new way to exploit it to 
reduce problem size and complexity 



Clones

afg = agf

afh = agh for all h≠f,g

ahf = ahg for all h≠f,g

WLOG, assume bii = 0 for all i 

Two facilities f and g are clones iff :

Clone definition is transitive (equivalence 
relation) => partition of facilities into clone 
clusters 



Shrinking clones
esc instances have a lot of “clone” facilities (not 
necessarily zero ones) 

we shrink them into clone clusters and update the 
model accordingly

instance original shrunken
esc32a 32 x 32 32 x 26
esc32b 32 x 32 32 x 25
esc32c 32 x 32 32 x 10
esc32d 32 x 32 32 x 13
esc32h 32 x 32 32 x 14
esc64a 64 x 64 64 x 15
esc128 128 x 128 128 x 21

We are removing a 

huge amount of 

symmetry:

any formulation is 

hopeless 

otherwise!!!



A manageable MILP model
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auvbijxjv ≤ wiu +Miu(1− xiu) ∀i, u

wiu ≥ 0 ∀i, u

We work on a compact model based on the same variables

as in Kaufman-Broeckx MIP model (KB), with a number 
of improvements (not shown here: see the paper for details)

xiu ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, u



Branching

(maxAPiu −minAPiu)(n+ 1)2 + u(n+ 1) + i

A good branching order is crucial for any B&C

Default strategies are NOT effective on these 
instances

We define the branching priority for xiu as

where maxAPiu and minAPiu are easily computed by 
solving a max/min linear assignment problem with   
xiu =1
branch first on variables that have a larger range 
of possible objective values, breaking ties in 
lexicographic way



Cplex 12.2 interactive model 
(8 threads, Intel Xeon 3.2GHz, 16 GB ram)



Step 2: branch-and-cut

MAIN INGREDIENTS:

enhanced MILP formulation based on 

separation of locally-valid cuts based on 

Gilmore-Lawler bound

custom symmetry detection on matrix b 

and aggressive orbital branching



Enhanced model
The KB model is tiny and fast...
... but its bound is really bad (always 0 at the root)

However we can add the following family of 
inequalities (Xia and Yuan 2006) on the fly:

where minAPiu is the ``local” Gilmore-Lawler value 
computed at the current branching node by solving a 
linear assignment problem with xiu = 1

Very fast separation procedure!!!

wiu ≥ minAPiu xiu ∀i, u



Orbital branching
Clone shrinking takes care of symmetry on 
matrix a => what about matrix b?

On esc instances, also matrix b is full of 
symmetries (not of clone type) => we resort 
to orbital branching (Ostrowski et al., 2011)

We compute the symmetry group of matrix 
b (faster than considering the whole model)

We could have used nauty, but we exploited 
the particular structure of esc instances and 
implemented an ad-hoc procedure



Computational Results of our B&C 
instance LB UB our LB time (s) Nyberg-Westerlund

esc32c 616 642 642 1,156 24,365

esc32d 191 200 200 473 36,256

esc64a 98 116 116 84 16,370

IBM Cplex 12.2 on Intel Xeon 3.2GHz - 16GB RAM - 8 threads

instance LB UB our LB time

esc32a 130 130 108 3 days

esc32b 132 168 134 3 days

esc32h 424 438 380 3 days

esc128 2 64 56 3 days

IBM Cplex 12.2 on Power7 3.07GHz - 128GB RAM - 16 threads

3 instances solved in 

half an hour!

2 improved bounds



A closer look at esc64a
model code time (s) nodes

unshrunken any hopeless +∞

shrunken cplex default >3.600 >8.000.000

shrunken cplex tweaked 966 1.750.000

shrunken cplex twk + ORD 577 1.300.000

shrunken our B&C 84 142.000

IBM Cplex 12.2 on Intel Xeon 3.2GHz - 16GB RAM - 8 threads

Similar results are obtained on the other instances



The big fish (esc128)



Step 3: flow splitting
decompose matrix a as a = a1+a2, with a1,a2≥0

opt(QAP (a1, b)) + opt(QAP (a2, b)) ≤ opt(QAP (a, b))

if we impose the two solutions coincide we 
have full equivalence (variable splitting model)

otherwise we just have a lower bound

and solve the two instances QAP(a1,b) and 
QAP(a2,b)

Clearly, we have



But... is two better than one?
The two models are still QAPs of the same 
size as before => does splitting make sense?

Yes, for two main reasons:

2. because of enumeration, the final bound QAP
(a1,b)+QAP(a2,b) might be much better than the 
continuous bound on QAP(a,b)

1. if the two QAPs have a simpler cost 
structure they might be much easier to solve 
than the original instance (e.g., decomposition 
can enforce new symmetries into the model)



How to split flows?
Two flow-splitting strategies

1. select a subset S of facilities and zero out all 
flows in their clique --> lot of new isolated 
clones

2. define a1(i,u) = min{ a(i,u), 1} --> new clones 
because of cost clipping 

can be iterated to get 

a = a1 + a2 + ... ak



Flow splitting on esc32a



... and for the big fish (esc128)



Flow-splitting results

instance UB LB time

esc32a 130 68+60 = 128 6 + 45 = 51s

esc32h 438 340+98 = 438 4 + 7795 = 7799s

esc128 64 48+16 = 64 2 + 7 = 9s (!!!)

IBM Cplex 12.2 on Intel Xeon 3.2GHz - 16GB RAM - 8 threads
2 more instances 

solved and 1 very 

tight bound!



Conclusions 
We could solve 5 (out of 7) very hard esc instances (2 of 
which unsolved) in a surprisingly short amount of time, and 
we proved a very tight lower bound for another one

develop a B&B algorithm using the decomposition QAPs as 
combinatorial bounds to tackle other QAP classes of 
instances

May 2011: Nyberg and Westerlund solved esc32b to proven optimality  

a few QAP instances are not solved to optimality (sko, tai, tho, wil)

generalize some of these concepts to other classes of 
difficult MILPs

Todo list:



Questions?


